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Eric-
I did not send this yet- running by you first....feeling out Pine email attempt for consideration...

Rep-
When we have our bills ready- can you do a show with me for my series- FOR EWA TODAY: on the 
Leeward Coast-  this is an opportunity where we can discuss joint ventures that link state and city 
endeavors for resolve- especially traffic....I have those 6 bills dug up to advance we discussed last week 
Thursday.....we could tape in the studio end of January- but has to be before the 26th of January to make 
the Feb deadline for playback. 

FYI- I am airing again the Patriot Run Walk 2010 this month on my show....and the 235 BDAY Marines 
youtube you are on...so TV show will again feature you.

In my efforts, we are always a team and to craft victories for 2012 all around.  With John's running in 
2012 for his own accord, for House, I will need all 4 staffers in my office focused on BERG's reelection 
efforts. I do not have the network/support base yet like you do to offer a staff position whereby that 
person is using their time running themselves for their own accord....I need all staff committed to the 
BERG front.  I was blessed to have you provide vacation time to me so I could campaign for my efforts 
-  I am not at your level where I can forfeit that position and be shorthanded to help John....I go to all my 
meetings- John would never get the stage with me/out there to promote and to groom him like you can 
from your office. I am puzzled why you would not want to help John get elected in 2012 utilizing the 
opportunities stemming from your office where he can get major exposure- as compared to my office 
where he would not be at all visible.  

I do not send aides to meetings....I attend them all myself- so if we are to be loyal to John and help him-
such would be from your office where he would get some exposure on the front.

I was planning on hiring team players that could help us both/our mission at hand- it would be very 
distressful to me to hire John who would be doing his own thing for 2012 leaving me shorthanded -

Please apprise. Thanks
Tom


